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Much like its title, Sputnik’s Cousin is at once familiar and not quite of this 

world, or alternatively, entirely too reflective of this world and jarringly con-

fronting. “Sputnik” not only refers to the Earth’s first artificial satellite, her-

alding a massive step in scientific ingenuity, but also means “fellow travel-

ler” in Russian. To be Sputnik’s “cousin,” linked to this image of probing ad-

vancement, ironically committed to the quiet extremes of space, is to herald 

the collection’s connections to uncomfortable truths, but an oddly familial, 

encouraging means of conveyance. 

A particularly representative poem for the collection, cementing Mac-

Carter’s delicate link between the new and the unknown, the familial and 

the distant, is “Late Christmas Eve in Hyde Park, South Chicago”, after Au-

gust Kleinzahler. The title sets up a serious of base nodes in terms of set-

ting and inspiration, but the poem doesn’t linger there for long: 

 I expand behind my second level 

 window and unwrap a small-talk with an outside 

 squall of snowfall 
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 accumulating on a pregnancy that’s growing still 

 and icily defeated on the alleyway 

 filled recycling bins of curse words incubate 

 with heat 

  Come all ye virgins! 

     Christ! I shout 

 into the endless bucket of a wintry dark 

 and toward a phrase of figures assuming shape 

 on tiptoed steps 

 up the tiny hours sprinkled all along my boulevard. And appearing 

from the narrow 

 daguerreotype of testament inclemency 

    float three Chinese 

 Kanji characters skating noiselessly and stiff along the sidewalk 

  delivering a late-night telegram to some address 

      they can’t decipher 

 yet or… Jesus H!... are those the silhouettes 

 of three intrepid bootstrapped mothers 

         pushing prams across a sheet 

   of December’s empty typing paper 

 at this late hour 

 curved and doubled over vehicles 

 in cursive fonts I do not follow 

 I cannot conceive. Prithee compute 

 returning thirty years inside an outer space of three 

 hundred billion flakes of snowfall constellation and on a Scrabble 

board that waits 

 behind me…and abandoned match I wasn’t winning 

 warms the names of triplets tiled 
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 out of order 

   some ancient blinking off-set printing press 

   an escalator up 

  or Sputnik’s cousin 

 tumbling wild its dormant locomotion 

 above a gravity 

 that’s rearranged to child 

Humorous word-play interacts with a grimmer tone to detail the elevations 

and actions examined; the speaker, like the glancing space projects and 

incomplete communicative gestures, does not successfully capture his en-

gagement with the familial growth taking place. The key focal point here is 

not frustration, but a kind of intrigued, delicate consideration of this dis-

tance, circling the fixation point, yet not entirely making contact. Communi-

cative and interpretative moves are attempted, but not brought to entire 

fruition. The speaker, as with much of the rest of the collection, offers up a 

sense of reverence, as well as self-conscious critique. 

Structurally, the collection is as diverse as it is dynamic. MacCarter’s 

poems present findings in a multitude of forms, in everything from frag-

mented lines, to firmly grouped stanzas, concrete poetics, and even an in-

terjection of non-fiction in the middle of the text. Exploration begins with 

form, and certainly doesn’t finish there. One section, titled “Stencil,” which 

is broken into 23 parts, touches on a wealth of ideas including imperialism, 

gender and sexual politics, environmental destruction and pollution, leaping 

from setting to setting, but linked by a shared fixation on a strict stanzaic 

form. It is not the process of exploration that is under scrutiny here, but the 

preconceptions and limiting factors that accompany it, as demonstrated in 

the first poem “I. RIPENING AGENTS”: 

 Arrival in vivo, grip the skins of/off a Robinson 

 Crusoe. Your child’s soul, id-wrapt, peekaboos and tiptoes at 

 intervals alpha columns stow. Fettered ether Parthenon 

 hesitates between unborn, then sorts. Rebid, a diplomat 

 

 For simple stilts, wooden shutters, bamboo stools and tepee 

screen 

 how fucking went down in the 30s. Or before, on islands 
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 inanimation tremors peel off totemic poles, careen 

 as headless seamen in a storm of scold and reprimands… 

 

 Shake to quake then thunder, the inert aerobically revert 

 to wormhole seer. Hubbub. A conduit through which they down-

load 

 futures, Nappy San and moonshine frantic by tripped energy… 

   

 And The Joy of Sex in PDF. An exegesis rort 

 of nested calcs that sum where gelatinous dynamics goad 

 get born, get found, you Einsteins, in slipstreams of modernity 

Again, child-based imagery is a base point to support further criticism; noth-

ing is static or taken for granted. Each instalment in “Stencil” presses for 

new directions of intention, trapped but certainly not limited by the poems’ 

shared, strict form. There is a wealth of varied contexts, contents, theories 

and histories up for scrutiny, and packaged in a relentlessly forward-moving 

poetic oeuvre.    

These are not poetics intent on settling the reader, or offering a partic-

ular journey to a set answer, or even generating a conclusive atmosphere. 

Sputnik’s Cousin is a turbulent review of findings, presented for debate, but 

in terms that shift between clinical and humorous, refusing staticism. How-

ever, this does not make it inaccessible in the slightest. Rather, there are 

multitudes of permissive points for reading and interpretation. Sputnik’s 

Cousin is a multi-faceted satellite, reflecting a myriad of angles and possi-

bilities for engagement. The text is not surreal, but hyper-real; offering new 

angles for consideration with every re-reading.  
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